that G = G"<]Gn_i<] • • • <lGi<]Go = .r7. A group G is subnormal in a group H if G is an «-subnormal subgroup of H for some n. A group G is invariant under a group H if ghEG for all gEG, all hEH. A noncentral subgroup G is of type I if G is invariant under a noncentral subnormal subgroup of K'. K has the property P" if for every subdivision ring H of K such that H' is invariant under a noncentral nsubnormal subgroup of K' it follows that H is central or H = K.
The Cartan-Brauer-Hua Theorem [2] states that a division ring has property P0. Herstein and Scott [l] generalized this to Pi. Schenkman and Scott [5] extended the Cartan-Brauer-Hua Theorem by showing that a division ring has property P" for all n if each of its subdivision rings which is invariant under a subnormal subgroup is normal in some subnormal subgroup of the division ring.
Theorem 1 of this paper shows that a division ring has property P" for all n. Then results are developed from this concerning the subnormal subgroups of K' and more generally for the subgroups of type I in K'.
Proof. This is Theorem 2 of [l]. 
By the remark at the beginning of this proof
Then, again by the remark above, G(k, j -l) <Gik,j)iorj=l, ■ ■ ■ ,k. Proof. It is seen that Mm<\ • ■ ■ <\M0. Assume inductively that Afi_i is invariant under H for some i -Km.
Let y EH, gEMi-i.
Then h'EMi and g"G.M<-i so that (hä)y = g!'h(g-l)''EMi. Thus, xvEMi for all xEMi. Hence M i is invariant under H. Until Theorem 1 suppose that every division ring has property P"_i, and that K is a division ring with a proper subdivision ring H which is not central in K and is invariant under G"<] • ■ ■ <\Gi<\Go = K', where G" is a noncentral subgroup of K'. Lemma 3. Let G be a noncentral n-subnormal subgroup of K'. For each noncentral kEK there exists gEG such that (g, k) is not central in K.
Proof. Suppose there is some noncentral kEK such that (g, k) is central for each gEG. Then k"= (g, k)k so that C(k") = C(k) for each License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use gEG. Thus k and its G-conjugates commute, and they generate a noncentral subfield F which is invariant under G, contrary to Theorem 0. 
(i) C(a) EH for all aE(HC\Gn)\Z(K) ; (ii) C(H)=Z(K) = Z(H).

Proof. Since H is invariant under G", then Z(H) is a field invariant under G". By Theorem 0, Z(H) EZ(K). If (i) is true, then C(H) EH, so that Z(K)EC(H)=Z(H) QZ(K). Hence it suffices to prove (i).
By Lemma 4 there exists hEHC\Gn which is not central. Suppose If bECih) and ^r'Élí,, then bEC(hl), and thus b*EC(h).
Therefore C(h) is invariant under ¥». Then Z(C(h)) is invariant under Mn and is a noncentral field in K because hEZ(C(h)), contrary to Theorem 0. Hence C(h) EH. Remark. We now let Z = Z(H)=Z(K) until Theorem 2.
[April Lemma 7. Let g be an element of the normalizer of H in K, gEH.
Then Hr\Hk=C(g)C\H, where k = 1 +g.
Proof. If xEC(g)C\H, then x = xk, so xEHC\Hk. Hence C(g)C\H EHC^BT.
Let hEH(~\Hk. There exists jEH such that h=jk. By hypothesis there exists mEH such that h = m°. Then hk = kj and hg = gm. Subtracting, it follows that h-j = g(j -m). If j -m is not zero, then gEH, a contradiction.
Soj -m = 0 = h-j and h = m. Then h = h° so that ÄGC(g). Therefore HC\HkEC(g)C\H.
Corollary.
Under the hypothesis of Lemma 7, GnP\HC\HkEZ.
Proof. By Lemma 7, Gn H H C\ Hk = Gn C\ H H C(g). If hE (GnC\HC\C(g))\Z, then gG C(ä) EH by Lemma 6, a contradiction.
Lemma 8. There is no element in (HC\Gn)\Z which is algebraic over Z.
Proof. Suppose hE(HC\Gn)\Z is algebraic over Z. By Lemma 5 there exists gEGn\H. Let Z(h) be the field generated by adjoining h to Z. Now h and h" have the same minimal equation so there is an isomorphism between Z(h) and Z(h") (induced by h+-*hs) leaving Z elementwise invariant.
By Corollary 2, p. 162 of [3] , there exists xEH such that x induces the same inner automorphism as g does.
Thus, ha = hx from which x~lgEC(h). By Lemma 6, C(h) EH so that x~lgEH. Therefore, gEH, a contradiction.
Lemma 9. There exists gEGn\H and bE(HC\Gn)\Z such that bl+«E(Hl+'T\Gn)\Z and bxE(H*r\Gn)\Z, where x=(l+g)~1.
Proof. By Lemma 4 there exists hiE(HC\Gn)\Z.
By Lemma 5 there exists gEGn\H such that (g, hi)E(Hr\Gn)\Z.
Let gi = (/h) 1+ĝ i=ig, gi-i), hi=ig, hi-i) for i = 2, • • • , ra. By induction hiEHC\Gn for i= 1, • ■ ■ , n. Now gi= ihi)1+"EH1+<ir\Gi because ÄiEG"CGi. Suppose for some j-Kn that g,-_i = ihj-iY+° E Hl+° C\ Gy_i. Then gj = ig, gj_i) = (g-ihj-i)1+«) = ig, hj-iy+° = h)+'EH1+°. Now gEGnEGj and ihj-iY+'EGj-i, so that ig, Ml'+'G^, Therefore gjEHl+<T\G¡. By Proof. Suppose H is finite of minimum order. There exists a noncentral group G such that H is invariant under G. By Lemma 4, HC\G is noncentral subnormal in K'. HEG since H is minimal. Hence H is a noncentral «-subnormal subgroup of K', where « is minimal, sayH=Hn<\H»-x< ■ ■ ■ <\Hx<lH0 = K'. Case I. w=l. Now there exists xEH\Z(K).
Since H<]K', then x has a finite number of conjugates in K', contrary to Theorem 4 of [6] .
Case II. «> 1. Then by the minimality of n, there is yEHn-2 such that H"^H.
H"<¡Hn-x and H« is not central, so by Theorem 5 Hi^H* is noncentral. Also HC\Hv<\Hn-x-This contradicts the minimality of H.
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